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My invention relates to an improved radia-", 

tor of the type commonly used in connection 
· with the cooling systems of motor vehicles. 

The principal_object is to provide a radia 
tor which may be used for either water or 
ewaporative cooling, ' and which is. So con 

" .. structed that steam or wapors formed by the 
'. heat of the engine will be condensed instead 
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| of escaping to the atmosphere as, is usually 
the case. This is wery desirable as it, not only 
*prevents the loss of expensive anti-freeze 

'. Solutions but also rendefs unnecessary , the 
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| frequent addition of liquid to the cooling 
system to replace that lost out of the over 
.flow pipe in the form of steam or wapor. A Š¢éond object is to provide a adiator 
which is so constructed that when it is used 
in connection with a water cooled system, the p 
water my flow through the entire radiator 
COre at all times, thus permitting the use of 
.a Smaller radiator core than is possible_in a 
construction where a strictly wapor condens 
ing section must be provided. ?. In my t 
of radiator,_the steam or wapor is '; 
paSS through water to escape to the' atmoS 
phere, and obviously it will be more apt to be-' 
come condensed than if it. were passing only 
through air, as it. would mowe much more 
rapidly through · air paSSages than it may 
through water passages. . . ~ ~ * * 
Another object is to provide a filling means 

for Such a radiator which will serve to pre 
went filling the radiator " above a predeter 
mined level. . . By this means, an expansion . 
chamber is automatically provided in the top 
of the radiator. 

, which must be filled nearly full to make sure 
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that there is enough liquid in , the gooling 
system, as soon as the liquid becomes heated, 
it expands and is forced out through the owér-'.' · · \"= '' : '' ^ ? * the radiator should be filled substantially to flow pipe. In my construction, however, the | liquid may expand considerably and still not 

` reach a level high enough to permit to 
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~ to run 
out through the owerflow pipe. ' ~.' · · '' 

, and est?blishing communication between it 

In the ordinary radiator . 

With the above and other objects in view, 

my invention will be more clearly understood 
by referring to the specification and accom 
panying drawing, in which : · · · · · · · · · · 
'Figure 1 is a, fromtwiew'of my improved 

radiator, with parts broken away to more 
clearly illustrate the invention. | · · ' 

Figure 2 is a wiew corresponding.to Figure " 
1, but showing a modified form of radiator. · · 
. The reference numeral 10 indicates a 
radiator shell within which is secured a trans- " 
verse flow radiator core, which is shown in 
Figure 1 as being made up of a lower or main 
Set of horizontally extending passages 12 
and an upper or auxiliary set É Similar paS 
Sages 14. . A metal tank16 extends up both 
sides of both Sets of passages and across the 
top, and is divided into a plurality of com- ', 
artments or headers. At the left hand side " 

of the paSSages 12 and communicating there- ~ 
with is an imlet, header 18, to the upper end 05 
of which is connected an inlet conduit 20 ?? 
which conducts heated water from the engine 
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' into the header 18. A partition 22 extends 
across the tank 16 just above this conduit ? 
and between the passages 12 and 14, formin 
an intet header 28 for the paSSages 14. A ? 
tube.82 issupported from the partition 22 and 
extends down into the imlet, header 18 termi 
|nating just above the bottom of the latter 

75 
and the header 28. ... At the opposite side is an ? 
*outlet header_24 extending the full height 
of both $ets of passages and communicating 
with both. A partition.26 forms the upper 
end of this.header and at the lower end is an 80 | outlet conduit ..28 leading to the pump and 
thence to the?engine water paSSages. A cham 
ber 80_which serves as an expansion cham 
begis thus formed at th?top.of the tradiator. When operated?s aliquid cooled system, 86 
the top of the passages' 14 to function prop 
&rly and to prevent the overflow of the cool 
ing liquid due to expansion when it becomes · · · · 
heated. * In order to insure that the radiator. 00 
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| wided ar nowel filling means. 
will not be filled above this point, I have pro 

This consists Of 
a filler neck 84 ha.wing screw threads adapted 
to hold a cap_86 in place. In the bottom of ? 
this filler neck is secured a, U-shaped tube 87. 
A comparatively small pipe 88 passes through 
this filler neck With its upper end adapted to 
be closed by the gasket 40 when the cap is 
in place. The lower end of the pipe 88 is 
ShOWn as paSSing thrOugh an Opening in the 
partition 26 and terminating at a point, Sub 

.. stantially at the top of the passages 14, or in 
line /with the desired liquid level. It is not 
necessary that, this pipe extend into the head 
er 24, as it Will function just as well if it 

' is placed on the opposite side of the radiator. 
Ht is Only in use when the radiator is being 

| filled, and all that is necessary is that, it' ex 
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tend down to the level to which it is desired 
to fill the radiator. The usual went Or ower 
floW pipe 42 is also connected from the 
inside of the filler neck to the outside of the 
radiator. To fill the radiator, the cap 86 |is 
removed, thus, ungowering the upper end of the pipe 88. As the cooling liquid is poured 
in, it must necessarily displace a correspond 
ing amount of air in the radiator. This air 
may escape through the pipe 88. However, 
when the level of the liquid reaches the bot 
tom of the pipe 88, no more air may escape, 
due to the fact that a water seal is prowided 
in the U-shaped tube 87. As a result the air 
above the bottom of the pipe 88 is trapped 
and any additional liquid which is poured in 
Will. Only rise in the filler neck and run out. 
through the owerflow pipe 42. It will thus be 
Seen that it is_impossible to fill the radiator 
Substantially abOwe the top of the passages 14. 
AS_SOOn as the cap 86 is replaced the upper 
end of the pipe 88 is closed and consequently 
no_wapor may escape through it. ?.. 
While it is preferred to use the above de 

Scribed filling means, it is not essential and it 
should be understood that any filling means, · 
Which will prevent, filling the radiator above 
the desired level, may be used. Even an or 

' .. dinary filler opening may be used if a sight 
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· the radiator as described above. 

gage Or a test walve is fitted to the radiator to. 
insure that it is filled · to the proper level. 
These are Such obvious expedients that they. 
are not shOWn in the drawings. '' 
There are several reasons for constructing 

One is that 
When alcohol or other wolatile.anti-freeze liq 
uids are mixed with the water in the cooling 
System, they wapOrize at a much lower tem 
perature than the Water, and unless some pro 
wision is made to condense these wapors, they 
Will escape to the atmosphere through the 
went pipe, thus weakening the anti-freeze mix 

· ture. . Warious forms of condensers have been 
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provided in the past, but the diffictulty of most 
Of them has been that the tendency is for the 
anti-freeze liquid to become concentrated in. 
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the condenser, due to the fact that it naturally 
waporizes before the water.does. '' 
Another reason is that when the engine is 

driven at high speeds for long distances, it is 
apt tO become very hot, and steam is formed. 70 
Or the engine may become quite hot from nor- . . 
mal driving and then be stopped. Since the 
pump is no longer working to circulate the 
liquid through the 'system, the liquid which 
is in the upper portionS Of the Water jackets 
being Substantially stationary is quickly heat 
ed tOthe boiling point, and steam is formed. 
This is what is commonly termed **after-boil 
ing.'' "When, for any reason, steam is formed 
in the engine Water paSSages, this steam neces 
sarily occupieS Considerable space and will 
displace a cOrresponding amount of liquid. 
AS is well known, it only takes a wery little 
Water tO form a galion of steam by wolume, 
and thiS gallon of steam Will displace a gal 
lon. Of water. The liquid which is displaced 
must go some place, and in the ordinary radi 
atOr which is filled to the top, it is forced out . 

Consequently ex through the overflow pipe. 
pensiwe anti-freeze liquid is lost and must be 
replaced. 
My imprOwed radiator owercomes these ob 

jections_by_Operating in the following man 
ner : Hot liquid from the engine enters the 
imlet, header. 18 through the conduit 20 and 
floWS acroSS the radiator through the pas-* 
Sages 12 into the header 24, from which it 
is withdrawn by the pump through the com 
duit 28 and returned to. the engine. Since 
there is considerable pressure in the header 
18, Some of the hot liquid will be forced up 
through the tube 82 into the header 28, and 
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as there is leSS pressure in the header 24, , ' 
this liquid will flow across through the pas 
Sages 14 into the header 24. It will thus be 
Seen that the direction of flow in both the 
SetS Of paSSages 12 and 14 is normally the 
Same and that the entire radiator core is nor 
mally used for cooling the hot liquid. The 
purpose of the tube 82 is to prevent steam or 
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vapors from passing from the header18 into . 
the header 28 and the expansion chamber 
without passing through the passages 12 and 
14 so that they may be condensed. Since the 
lower end of the tube is submerged in liquid, 
it will be obvious that the steam or wapors 

" will not escape through it. " The function of 
the tube 82 is to permit liquid to flow from 
the inlet header 18 into the header 28 so that 

' there will normally be a circulation of the 
· cooling liquid through the paSSages 14. 
Whatever wapors or steam are formed in the 

· engine must flow through both the paSS?ges 
12 and 14 before they can escape, and since 
they are forced to pass through liquid which 
is being rapidly cooled, they are almost Sure 
to be condensed under ordinary conditions. 
It will be apparent that the steam or wapors 
are condensed in passages which are also used 
for cooling the liquid. One advantage of 
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this is that vapors may be condensed without 
increasing the size of the radiator.. " Another 
advantage. is that the condensed anti-freeze " vapors are always kept in the cooling liquid, 
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and escape through the overflow pipe 42. 
'. While it has been stated that the direction . 

instead of becoming concentrated in the con 
denser as they usually will when a Separate 
condenSer is prowided. Thus the percentage 
of anti-freeze liquid in the cooling system is 
always Substantially the same. · 
The purpose of the expansion chamber 80 

is to permit the liquid to expand considerably 
when it becomes' heated, and "still not lose 
any of it out through the overflow pipe. 
Also considerable steam may be formed " in 
the engine and consequently displace a corre 
Sponding amount of liquid, which may rise 
into_this expansion chamber, instead of be 
ing forced out onto the road, as is usually the 
case. The_water seal, in the U-shapedtube 
8ff' will tend to imprison any wapors that may 
paSS through the passages 12 and 14 , with 
out being condensed, and , will' thus provide 
a further opportunity for them to condense. 
When the pressure reaches a certain point, 
it may force its way_through the water seal 

of flow of the cooling liquid is normally the 
Same in both sets of passages 12 and 14, it 
has been found that underabnormal condi 
tions, this may not be the case. When the 
cooling liquid is being heated wery rapidly 
in the engine, it may expand So fast that it will notb6b 
enough. In this event, it will be forced from 
the outlet header 24 through the passages 14 
and thence up into the expansion chamber. 
The direction of flow in the passages 14 at 
Such time will be just the opposite to that 
in the paSSages 12. At certain periods there 
may be "; little difference in pressure be 
tween the headers 28 and 24, and at such 
times the rate of flow .. of cooling liquid 

; through the passages 14 may be wery slow. 
It will be understood that the partition 22 

may be, placed nearer the top of bottom of the radiator to vary the relative_proportions 
of the two cooling sections, and the length 
of the tube.82 may be changed to facilitate 
the flow of liquid up into the header 28, while 
at the same time preventing the escape of 
steam or wapor through it. 
When it is desired to operate the cooling 

' as an ewaporative cooling system, all' 
t?, at is necessary is.to extend the pipe 88 down 
to a point approximately half the height of 
the set of paSSages 12, or to install a test walve 
or sight gage at this point so that the level of 
the cooling liquid will be considerably low 
ered. This of course allows the engine to be 
come hotter than is the case with liquid cool 
ing and steam or wapor is formed which may 
circulate through both the paSSages 12 and 14, 
there to be condensed and returned to the bot- ~ 

le to flow up through the tube.' 
? 82 into the expansion ' chamber quickly 

tom of the radiator to be circulated again. It 
is just as desirable to_have the radiator_con 
structed as described, for ewaporative cooling, 
as it is_for_liquid cooling._ · · · · · · · · · 
In the form shown in Figure 2, an addi 

tional set of passages.50 is provided above the 
passages 14." The header28 is extended up to 
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the top of the passages 50 while the partition ? 
26 is placed between the passages 14 and 50, 
A tube 52 is supported from the partition 26 
and extends down into header24;terminating '.' 
just abowe the bottom of the latter, and estab 
lishing communication between the header24 * 
and a header54 at the outlet, or left hand side 
of the passages 50. The pipe 88 terminates 

, at the top of the passages50.* It will be ap 
parent that the effect of this will be to cause 
the steam or wapors to pass through another 
set of paSSages, thus rendering them more 
likely to become condensed. In this construc 
tion, as in that shown inRigure 1, the direc 
tion of flow of the liquid is 6maliy the same 
in all SetS of passages, since the_liquid_is 
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forced up through the tube.82 into the header ....... 
28, and is drawn out of the header54 through 

, the tube 52 into the header 24.” Another ad 
90 

wantage of this construction over that shown · · · · 
in Figure 1, is that wapors given off by the '' ? 

| hot liquid which is forced through the tube · 
82 into the header.28, must pass through the 95 
paSSages 50 before they can get into the ?- · 

` pansion chamber 80. This of course results: . * · 
in a further conservation of anti-freezeliquid, 
and provides a radiator which is wented to the · · · · · ? 
atmosphere entirely on the cold side, instead, 
of being partly wented on the hot side as in 
Figure 1. · · · · · · · • ~ 
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t will be readily seen that I have thus pro 
wided a radiator which will prevent the loSS 
of anti-freeze solution by ewaporation, expan 
sion or displacement by steam and which is 
still wéry $imple and inexpensive to construct, 
and which is not at all different from a con 

16b · 

veptional radiator in exterior appearance. · · · · 
It is, thought from the foregoing taken in 110 

gonnection. With the accompanying drawing, . 
that the construction and operation of the de 
wice will be apparent to those skilled in the " " 
art, and that various changes in size, shape,... " " 
and" proportion and details of construction 
may be made without departing from the 
Spirit and Scope of the appended claims. ) 

I claim : · · ' 
. 1. A transverse flow radiator having a main ? 
and an auxiliary Set of paSSages, Separate in 
let hearders_for each set, and liquid conduct- . 
ing means between said headers which will · · 
prevent steam or wapors_from, passing from 
one inlet header to the other without passing 
through both Sets of passages. . " " 

2. A cooling system for engines compris 
ing a radiator having a, plurality of Sets of 
passages, means aSSociated therewith to di 
·rect wapors through said sets of passages in, 
Succession, an expansion chamber, in commu 
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nication with an end-most Set of passages and 
prOwided with a went and a filler opening, 
and means to preclude the cooling fluidlewel 
rising substantially above the bottom Of Said 
expansion chamber during the filling Opera 
tion. . 2 

” 8. A transwerSe flow radiator hawing a main 
Set of paSSages, an auxiliary Set Of paSSages 
located above said main_set, an inlet header 
communicating with Said main set, an inlet 
header for Said auxiliary Set, and means estab 
lishing communication between the bottom of 
the imlet header of the main set and the inlet 

| header of the auxiliary set of passageS. 
4. A transwerse flow radiator having a main 

Set Of paSSages, a plurality of auxiliary sets of 
paSSages located abowe Said main Set, an imlet 
|header communicating with said main set, an 
inlet header for Said auxiliary sets, and means 
establishing communication between the bot 
tom of the indet, header' of said main set and 
the inlet header of said auxiliary sets of pas 
SageS. ^ • ~ 

5. A transwerSe flow radiator hawing a main 
Set;' Of paSSages, a first auxiliary Set Of paS 
Sages located above said main set, a Second 
auxiliary Set of paSSages' located abowe Said 
first auxiliary set, an imlet, header communi 

" cating with said main set, an imlet, header 
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commor. to both the first and second auxiliary. 
Sets, means establishing communication be 
tween the bottom of the indet of the main set 
and the inlet header of the auxiliary Sets, an 
Outlet header common to the maim Set and the 
first auxiliary set, an outlet, header for the 
Second auxiliary set, and means establishing 
communication between the outlet header for 
the Second auxiliary set and the bottom of the 
outlet header for the main and first auxiliary 
Set of paSSages. • ^ 

6. A transwerse flow radiator hawing a plu 
rality of sets of passages arranged one above 
another, an inlet header communicating with 
the bottom set, an inlet header for the other 
Sets, means establishing communication be 
tween the lower portion of the imlet, header 

| of the bottom set and the imlet, header for the 
Other sets, an expansion chamber, and filling 
means adapted to prevent filling the radia 
tor with cooling fluid substantially above the 
bottom of said expansion chamber. 

7. A transwerse flow radiator hawing a 
plurality of sets of passages, a plurality of 
imlet, headers for Said sets of passages, and 
means establishing communication between 
said - inlet headers so that the direction of 
flow of the cooling liquid will normally be 
the Same in all . Sets of paSSageS, Said means 
preventing passage of wapor from one inlet; 
|header to another. ? 

8. A transwerse flow radiator hawing a plu 
rality of Sets of paSSages, a plurality of inlet 
and Outlet headers for said setS Of passages, 
mearls establishing communication between 
the inlet headers, and means establishing 

communication between the Outlet, headers 
so that , the direction of flow of the cooling 
liquid will normally be the same in all setS 
of paSSageS, Said means preventing paSSage 
of wapor from one imlet, header to another. 

9. " A transwerSe flow radiator hawing a plu 
rality of sets of paSSages, a plurality of inlet 
headers at one end of said Sets, a plurality of 
outlet headers at the opposite end of Said 
Sets, means establishing communication be 
tween the imlet, headers, and means establish 
ing communication between the outlet, head 
ers whereby cooling liquid may flow from 

: One inlet header to another and from one out 
let header to another, both of said meanS 
Serwing tO prevent the paSSage of Steam or 
wapor from any ome header to another With 
Out paSSing through SOme of Said paSSages. 

10. A transwerse flow radiator hawing a 
main and an auxiliary Set Of paSSageS, Sepa 
rate inlet headers for each of said sets of paS 
sages, and liquid sealed means through Which 
liquid may flow from one header to the other 
but which will prevent the paSSage of wapOr 
from one header to the other. ~ 

11. A radiator for an internal combustion 
engine cooling system or the like, the same 
COmprising a central core, an inlet, tank and 
an outlet tank in open communication with 
Opposite sides of said core, and a tank dis 
pOSed along a third Side of Said core in open 
Communication. With and adapted to equalize 
the pressures in the inlet and outlet tanks. 

12. A radiator for an internal combustion 
engine cooling system or the like, the same 
COmprising a central cOre, an inlet tank and 
an Outlet tank in open communication With 
Opposite wertical sides of Said core, and a 
tank disposed along the top side of said core 
prOwided with means for wenting the radia 
tor Simultaneously On the hot and cold sides 
of said core. 

18. A radiator for an internal combustion engine cooling system, the same comprising 
a Central core having fluid conducting pas 
Sages therethrough, an inlet tank and an out 
let tank in Open communication With Sai (l 
paSSageS On Opposite wertical sides of saitl 
COre, a tank disposed along the top side of 
Said core and in free open communication 
with Said. Outlet, tank to reliewe the system 
of pressure, under normal engine operations, 
an OverfloW pipe joined to said top tank, and 
restricted means_aSSociated with the top and 
imlet, tanks to relieve said system of pressure 
under abnOrmal engine operations whereby 
the cooling liquid Will not be displaced 
through Said Owerflow pipe. ^ 

14. A radiator for an internal combustion 
engine cooling System or the like, the same 
comprising a central core, an inlet tank and 
an outlet tank in open communication With 
Opposite Sides of Said core, and a tank dis 
posed along a third side of said core in free 
open communication with said outlet tank 
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